POLITICAL SCIENCE MAJORS:

Registration for Spring 2020 is well underway, so it is time to get advised if you haven't already! You will not be able to register for Spring 2020 until your PIN is cleared, which happens AFTER you meet with an advisor.

We are now fully staffed with advisors who can evaluate your proposed Spring Schedule and get your PIN cleared. Go to https://psc.ua.edu/undergraduate-degree/advising/, click on “Undergraduate,” then “Advising,” and read the page carefully. Some advisers do appointments (which you can make online); some accept students on a walk-in basis; some do both. *

***Before you see an advisor, make sure you have looked at your Degree Works and the Spring 2020 course schedule and picked out a full load of courses. To make good use of your time and the advisor's time, you should be prepared!***

NOTE: As always, PSC department offers a number of courses that are too new or too unique to be in the Catalog. These are usually numbered PSC 321 or 421. Go to our website, or stop by the PSC office in Room 318, for information about these courses.

• If you need advising help BESIDES just approval of your Spring schedule---change of major, questions about how courses you’ve already taken should count, transfer credits, approval to take an overload, etc----please make sure you see a faculty member (eg. Dr. Borrelli) rather than a GTA (Tonya, Kelsey, or Ann).

If you have any questions, please contact Lesley Perkins at lpperkins@ua.edu